
RNA interference After Watching Activity    Teacher Notes      

Objective
The two analogies in this activity illustrate how RNAi interferes with specific gene expression 
and protein production. In the first analogy, students review protein synthesis. The second 
analogy illustrates how RNAi interferes with the production of a protein. 

Time: 1 hour

 Materials: 
 • Student sheet

• Blank index card
• An index card with the words “Bread Recipe” written on it
• An index card with the words “Bread Recipe–Bread Recipe” written on it 
  (i.e., a card suggesting a double message)
• Props, such as mixing bowls; wooden spoons; measuring cups and spoons
• Construction materials, such as pipe cleaners, Legos™, colored pencils, and paper

 Procedure
1. Distribute the After Watching student sheet. Have students read the bread analogy in Step 1 and 

fill out the “Making Bread” column. Their task is to relate an element in the analogy to a step in 
the protein synthesis process. Below is a copy of the “Making Bread” paragraph. The italicized 
words indicate the part or process being modeled. 

 A recipe for bread (the DNA) sits on a table in a pantry (the cell’s nucleus). An assistant copies 
the recipe (transcribes the DNA to make the messenger RNA) and exits the pantry into the kitchen 
with the copy (crosses the nuclear membrane). The assistant then hands the copy to the chef 
(ribosome). The chef reads the copy of the recipe and uses the utensils and ingredients to make 
bread. (translates messenger RNA into protein).

2. Have student pairs compare answers. Let students act out the analogy and, as a class, review 
the process of protein synthesis and the “Making Bread” analogy. 

3. To show how RNAi blocks protein synthesis, have students act out the “Bread Interrupted” 
analogy. Do it several times, until students are familiar with the sequence.
(a) This analogy is the same as the “Making Bread” analogy up to the point at which    
  Assistant 1 leaves the pantry.
(b) A second assistant walks into the kitchen carrying a card with a double message written on it.   
  (i.e., Bread Recipe–Bread Recipe)
(c) The teacher (who represents part of the RNAi process) says aloud that Assistant 2’s card is 
  different because it has a double message—it is a kind of intruder, and it must be cut apart.   
  The teacher then cuts Assistant 2’s card apart.

 (d) Because of the double-message intruder in the cytoplasm, the teacher then demands to see   
  Assistant 1’s card with the single recipe.

 (e) Since it shares significant similarities with the intruder, the teacher declares that it must be cut   
  apart as well.

Acting Out Your Cell Biology 
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4. Discuss how recognizing Assistant 2’s recipe card and the cutting are analogous to the effect of RNAi 
and how RNAi prevents the bread from being made. The bread production was prevented just as pur-
ple pigment production was prevented in the petunia after researchers added double-stranded RNA.

5. Divide the class into teams. Ask each one to devise a scenario modeled on the “Making Music” or the 
“Making Bread” analogies (or one they may have made as part of Before Watching Question 2). The 
challenge is to produce two versions—one demonstrating a completed process (i.e., protein synthesis) 
and another demonstrating an interrupted process (i.e., RNAi blocking protein production). Students 
might consider such scenarios as building a tower, drawing a picture, or making jewelry. Ask students 
to use common materials for props such as Legos™, art supplies, string, and pipe cleaners. 

6. Have students write a paragraph or develop a flow chart describing the purple petunia experiment. 
Make sure they explain how the petunia normally makes the protein for purple pigment and how RNAi 
affected purple pigment production after researchers injected a double-stranded version.

Protein Synthesis Steps  Making Bread Analogy     Bread Interrupted (RNAi and its action)

DNA    Recipe for bread     Recipe for breadDNA    Recipe for bread     Recipe for bread

The nucleus   Pantry       PantryThe nucleus   Pantry       Pantry

Transcribing DNA to   Making recipe copy      Making recipe copy from originalTranscribing DNA to   Making recipe copy      Making recipe copy from original

make messenger RNA  from originalmake messenger RNA  from original

Messenger RNA  Copied recipe      Copied recipeMessenger RNA  Copied recipe      Copied recipe

Messenger RNA exits   Copied recipe exits          Assistant 1 goes through door and exits Messenger RNA exits   Copied recipe exits          Assistant 1 goes through door and exits 

nucleus    through pantry door     pantry with copied recipe.nucleus    through pantry door     pantry with copied recipe.

Cytoplasm   The kitchen      • Assistant 2 carries a recipe with a double  Cytoplasm   The kitchen      • Assistant 2 carries a recipe with a double  

             message, triggering the RNAi process.             message, triggering the RNAi process.

           • Teacher cuts double message apart.           • Teacher cuts double message apart.

           • Teacher takes Assistant 1’s copied            • Teacher takes Assistant 1’s copied 

             recipe and also cuts it apart.             recipe and also cuts it apart.

Ribosome in cytoplasm  Chef       ChefRibosome in cytoplasm  Chef       Chef

Messenger RNA   Recipe taken to chef     Chef never gets recipeMessenger RNA   Recipe taken to chef     Chef never gets recipe

reaches ribosome

Protein made   Chef uses recipe, utensils,     Bread (i.e., protein) doesn’t get made    Protein made   Chef uses recipe, utensils,     Bread (i.e., protein) doesn’t get made    

    and ingredients to make bread       and ingredients to make bread   
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             message, triggering the RNAi process.

           • Teacher cuts double message apart.

           • Teacher takes Assistant 1’s copied 

             recipe and also cuts it apart.

Ribosome in cytoplasm  Chef       Chef

Messenger RNA   Recipe taken to chef     Chef never gets recipe

Protein made   Chef uses recipe, utensils,     Bread (i.e., protein) doesn’t get made    

    and ingredients to make bread   

Protein Synthesis Steps  Making Bread Analogy     Bread Interrupted (RNAi and its action)

DNA    Recipe for bread     Recipe for bread

The nucleus   Pantry       Pantry

Transcribing DNA to   Making recipe copy      Making recipe copy from original

Messenger RNA  Copied recipe      Copied recipe

Messenger RNA exits   Copied recipe exits          Assistant 1 goes through door and exits 

nucleus    through pantry door     pantry with copied recipe.
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 The result is that both the double-stranded RNA and the single stranded messenger RNA get cut. 
In this way, RNAi silences a gene—the DNA’s message (i.e., the messenger RNA) will not get translated 
into a protein. 
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Acting Out Your Cell Biology

 This activity demonstrates how RNAi interferes with specific gene expression and protein production. 
In Step 1, you will use an analogy to illustrate protein synthesis. In Step 2, a second analogy illustrates 
how RNAi interferes with the production of a protein. 

1. Read the bread analogy below and fill out the “Making Bread” column. Your task is to match an element 
in the analogy to a step in the protein synthesis process.

 A recipe for bread sits on a table in a pantry. An assistant copies the recipe and exits the pantry into the 
kitchen with the copy. The assistant then hands the copy to the chef. The chef reads the copy of the recipe 
and uses the utensils and ingredients to make bread.

2. Check your answers with another student and be prepared to share them in a class discussion.

Protein Synthesis   Making Bread   Bread Interrupted (RNAi & its action)

DNA  

The nucleus  

  

Messenger RNA  

Messenger RNA exits nucleus  

Cytoplasm 

Ribosome in cytoplasm  

  

Protein made  

Transcribing DNA 
tomake messenger RNA

Messenger RNA 
reaches ribosome
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Acting Out Your Cell Biology (cont.)
      

3. Following your teacher’s instructions, act out the following analogy.
(a) This analogy is the same as the “Making Bread” analogy up to the point at which Assistant 1 
  leaves the pantry.
(b) A second assistant walks into the kitchen carrying a card with a double message written on it. 
  (i.e., Bread Recipe-Bread Recipe)
(c)  The teacher (who represents part of the RNAi process) says aloud that Assistant 2’s card is    
  different because it has a double message—it is a kind of intruder, and it must be cut apart. 
  The teacher then cuts Assistant 2’s card apart.

 (d)  Because of the double-message intruder in the cytoplasm, the teacher then demands to see 
  Assistant 1’s card with the single recipe.

 (e)  Since it shares significant similarities with the intruder, the teacher declares that it must be 
  cut apart as well.

4. Discuss that the result is that both the double-stranded RNA and the single stranded messenger RNA 
get cut. In this way, RNAi silences a gene—the DNA’s message (i.e., the messenger RNA) will not get 
translated into a protein. 

5.  With a partner, complete the RNAi column of the table. Use the box in the “cytoplasm” row for 
any steps that do not have a specific element listed in the first column.

6. As a team, develop your own protein synthesis–RNAi analogy. For example, the process you choose 
for an analogy could be the one you created in the Before Watching activity or a new one, such as 
building a tower, drawing a picture, or making jewelry. Be prepared to act it out.

7.  Write a paragraph or develop a flow chart describing the purple petunia experiment. Make sure to 
explain how the petunia normally makes the protein for purple pigment and how RNAi affected purple 
pigment production after researchers injected a double-stranded version.
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